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Doors are the best part of any house. We use this for secure our home, office and other space.
Modern time we have left the traditional wooden door; now we are using modern glass, fabric and
steel doors. Past time we used wooden door; because that time we had many mythical assumption.
There was so much hot and noise around us; that time wooden and other type of traditional fabric
doors sufficient for our homes. Lot of energy enter throw the doors and windows into our home, so
first we need to stop the extra energy to enter into our home. Modern technology can help us to
build more energy absorbing door. Latest technology helps us both the way; modern door look more
beautiful as well as this is more secure rather than traditional doors.

Here we try to give some briefing about different type of doors material, which are design according
to your home and office need.

Wooden Door: Wood is the one thing which affect human's life. We use wood for our all home need.
Mostly home and office furniture and stationary build by wood. So the wood plays an important role
in our life. We used wood to build our home and office doors. Wooden door look beautiful and that
are good for energy saving.

Steel Doors: Modern time the house securely is the biggest challenge for house builder. Now steel
doors can solve this problem. Steel door protect our home and office in comparison of any other
types of door. There is great range of designed steel doors. We can build our home main door by
steel.

Glass Doors: We can easily see different type of glass doors on our office and hotel. Glass makes
our home and office more beautiful. We have different type of painted glass for doors design. Glass
doors are able to stop unwanted noise and sunlight.

Plastic Doors: Now the biggest factory of any doors is the waterproof quality. Plastic doors are
100% waterproof. We can use plastic doors for our home and office bathrooms.

Fabric Doors: These time different types of fabric doors are available on market, which can help us
to build our home more beautiful. These can save money and installation time.

Ghar Builder is the website where you can search your all home design and decoration need. Ghar
Builder gives you a change to directly contact the service provider information.
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